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Abstract Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is a means for automatically arranging
high-dimensional statistical data. The map attempts to represent all the input with
optimal accuracy using a restricted set of models or prototypes. The prototypes
also become ordered on the map grid so that similar prototypes are close to
each other and dissimilar prototypes far from each other. The SOM is useful in
clustering, abstraction, and visualization through dimensionality reduction. It has
been used in a multitude of application areas ranging from speech recognition to
data mining of texts and from robotics to process monitoring. The unsupervised
learning scheme of the SOM makes it well suited for applications in which the
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input data cannot be labeled. A map is ordered and it follows the patterns of
the input data in a non-linear but generalizing fashion. Allthis makes it well
suited for data analysis and many areas in developing intelligent systems. In this
article, the general principles of using the SOM in data analysis are considered
reflecting on the concept of context. An illustrative experiment of data analysis
is presented.

Keywords: Self-organizing map, SOM, data analysis, contextuality

Introduction

A single symbol or variable is associated with multiple occurrences of com-
plexobjects or processes inalmost any representation of reality. Indata analysis,
it would thus be useful if one could directly link the symbol with the reality
through some kind of artificial sensory mechanisms. However, as this link-
ing is not most often possible, the complex relationships should be taken into
account. One needs to consider, e.g., fuzziness, interdependencies between
variables, and changes in the domain. Traditional artificial intelligence meth-
ods for knowledge representation, such as semantic networks, frame systems
and rule-based systems seem to suffer from problems relatedto their approach
of knowledge representation. For instance, the symbolic AIrepresentations are
not grounded in the perceptual domain and they are based on the assumption
that the any domain consists of collection of objects, theirdistinct properties
and the relationships between the objects.

The topics mentioned above are relevant also when statistical methods for
data analysis are considered. Although the data may be in continuous numer-
ical form, it is usually gathered and represented in such a way that a division
into distinct well-defined variables is in use. Moreover, before any analysis,
simplifying assumptions may be set, e.g., concerning mutual independence of
the variables or their distribution. Moreover, the analysis is based a predefined
set of hypotheses. One may try to find general principles thatare valid in all or
most of the cases under consideration. However, it may be that there are only
very few rules or principles that are present in the overall data but there are local
patterns that can serve as an important starting point for the data analysis. This
kind of line of thinking is clearly present in the case-basedreasoning approach
that is considered below.

This article discusses how Kohonen’s Self-Organizing Map (SOM) and its
variants can be used in solving some of the problems outlinedabove, and pro-
vides directions for further development. Example of the use of the SOM for
data organization is given. Both analysis of numerical dataand written texts
are considered. Specific emphasis is given to the point of view of contextuality:
how can one represent and analyze data in such a way that the relevant context
is taken into account.
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1. SELF-ORGANIZING MAP

The Self-Organizing Map was developed by Teuvo Kohonen in the beginning
of 1980s [12, 13]. The basic Self-Organizing Map (SOM, also denoted as
Kohonen map) can be visualized as a sheet-like neural-network array. The map
is an adaptive system. In the adaptation process the nodes inthe array become
specifically tuned to various input patterns or classes of patterns in an orderly
fashion. The learning process is competitive and unsupervised: no teacher is
needed to define the correct output for an input. The locations of the responses in
the array tend to become ordered in the learning process as ifsome meaningful
non-linear coordinate system for the different input features were being created
over the network [13].

Perhaps the most typical notion of the SOM is to consider it asan artifi-
cial neural network model of the brain, especially of the experimentally found
ordered “maps” in the cortex. There exists quite a lot of neurophysiological
evidence to support the idea that the SOM captures some of thefundamental
processing principles of the brain [13].

The SOM can also be viewed as a model of unsupervised learning, and
as an adaptive knowledge representation scheme. The traditional knowledge
representation formalisms (e.g., semantic networks, frame systems, predicate
logic) are static and the reference relations of the elements are determined by a
human. For a comparison, see [5].

The SOM is nowadays often used as a statistical tool for multivariate analysis.
The SOM is both a projection method which maps high-dimensional data space
into low-dimensional space, and a clustering method so thatsimilar data samples
tend to be mapped to nearby neurons. A related application area is data mining
and visualization of complex data sets. Application areas include, for instance,
image processing and speech recognition, process control,economic analysis,
and diagnostics in industry and in medicine [13].

1.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES

Assume that some set of data have to be mapped onto a grid. Eachinput
sample in the set is described by a real vector. Each node in the map (which is
usually a two-dimensional grid) contains a prototype vector which has the same
number of elements as the input vector. The basic idea in the Self-Organizing
Map is that, for each sample input vector the best-matching winner and the
nodes in its neighborhood are changed to represent the inputdata better. The
net outcome in the learning process is that ordered values for the prototype
vectors emerge over the array.

At the beginning of the learning process the radius of the neighborhood is
fairly large, but it is made to shrink during learning. This ensures that the
global order is obtained already at the beginning, whereas towards the end, as
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the radius gets smaller, the local corrections of the prototype vectors in the map
will be more specific. The learning rate factor also decreases during learning.

A number of details about the selection of the parameters, variants of the
map, and many other aspects have been covered in the monograph [13].

1.2 CASE-BASED REASONING

In Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) problem solving is based in a collection
of past cases rather than being encoded in generic rules or other knowledge
descriptions (see, e.g., [15]). Each case typically contains a description of a
problem and a solution. In order to solve a current problem itis matched against
the cases in the case base, and similar cases are retrieved. The retrieved cases are
used to suggest a solution which is reused and tested for success. The solution
may be revised if necessary. The current problem and the finalsolution are
stored as part of a new case.

While analyzing a collection of samples or cases of any kind one should
consider whether the they come essentially from a similar source and are thus
comparable with each other. Consider, e.g., a process monitoring system of a
factory in which the machinery is changed to a large extent. Afterwards the
comparison between the “old” and the “new” data is questionable. The same
kind of question can be asked when medical measurements are considered.
If a set of people is studied, one can question whether all thepersons are
similar enough with respect to the phenomenon being studied. It is important to
discover patterns and hidden variables that are relevant only for a small portion
of the whole set of individuals or cases. The SOM is very well suited for such an
analysis: it can both form clusters as well as visualize the relationships between
the clusters as neighborhood relations on the map. In addition, the variable
planes illustrate effectively the interdependencies between the variables. Also
the phrase component plane is often used but in this article we use the word
variable systematically to refer to a component or element in the input and
prototype vectors. In using the SOM, the number of variablescan be high. For
instance, in a study of the socio-economic status of the countries in the world
based on World Bank data, 39 variables were used [10].

2. CASE STUDY

In this section we describe the data used in the case study andthe results of
our exploratory analysis.

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF DATA

Data for this paper comes from a sample of young people gathered in 1998
Helsinki, Finland. These data were collected from a sample of schools in this
region. Out of schools in the area, 75% were covered by the sample. The
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number of observations was 2373. Response rate was 75%. The study from
which these data originated aimed at analyzing the relationship of lifestyle to
health-related behavior among teenagers born between 1976and 1984. Most
respondents were born in 1982 (mode).

For this paper, a subset of variables was selected for closeranalysis. This
subset consisted of 38 variables, which described a number of health-related
variables, lifestyles, as well as traditional sociological characteristics. Health-
related and lifestyle variables measured weight and height, exercise habits,
alcohol habits, possible contact with drugs, and a measure of depression (using
Beck’s scale [1] with one item, suicide, removed). Future orientations were
measured by the respondents’ plans for future education, varying from vo-
cational training to university-level education. Respondents’ attitude towards
schooling was measured by their success in school, by their attitude towards
school, and their unauthorized absence from school. More traditional socio-
logical characteristics measured were family characteristics, and a possession
of such electronic devices as CD players, TV, personal computer, and mobile
phone. The main aim of the original study (see [8]) was to explore whether
lifestyle variations explain health-related behavior in the Helsinki area. In ad-
dition, the study aimed to explore how lifestyle and social class were related
health-related behavior.

A special feature of the data was that there were several groups of deviant
responses to questions about weight and height. If we express the relationship
with Body-Mass Index (BMI) in which weight is divided by the square of the
weight, we get in index in which variation in population is normally between
15 and 40. In the Helsinki data, this index varied from 0 to 10 000.

In terms of the current paper, these data give us an opportunity to explore the
ways in which health-related behavior is related to lifestyle issues, which are
seen as contextual variables. Outliers in the body-mass index give us a further
possibility to explore the use of the SOM in analyzing deviant cases in data.

2.2 PREPROCESSING OF DATA

Variables with nominal scale were split to separate binary variables, e.g.,
variable denoting educational plans which had five distinctvalues was split
into four different binary variables (vocational, high school, university, or no
opinion stated). Cases of persons with no plans for further education were
coded with all the four variables having a zero value.

The SOM organizes data so that the variables with largest variance effect
the result most. Because a neutral map was desired, data was normalized by
dividing every variable with its variance.

Crude initial map was calculated and variable planes were visualized (Fig-
ure 1.1). Each variable’s values in the prototype vectors ofthe organized map
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are shown as a grayscale plot. Values have been scaled to fit full range from
white (low values) to black (high values) in visualization.Thus, only the dis-
tribution on the map and not the absolute values of the variables is revealed in
this figure.

1 GENDER 2 HEIGHT 3 WEIGHT 4 BODY-MASS_INDEX

5 VOCATIONAL_EDU._PLAN 6 HIGHSCHOOL_PLAN 7 SKIPS_SCHOOL 8 HEAVY_ALCOHOL_USAGE

Figure 1.1 Collection of variable planes based on unpreprocessed, original data.

It is important to examine the data thoroughly before undertaking any formal
analysis. With the large size of data sets a manual inspection is often not
feasible or may even be impossible in practice. David J. Handmentions [2]
that anomalous data, or data with hidden peculiarities, canonly be shown to be
such if we can tell the computer what to search for. Peculiarities which we have
not imagined will slip through the net and could have all sorts of implications
for the value of the conclusions one draws. However, the SOM can provide
useful insight on potentially problematic data. Indeed, visual inspection of the
variable planes in our analysis revealed unrealistically high and low values of
weight, height and body-mass index in some samples. These areas were clearly
discernable in corresponding variable planes as sharp darkor light spots (see
Figure 1.1). The outlier data was then removed from the inputdata set by finding
nodes with strongly deviant values and then removing all thesamples associated
with these nodes (approximately 5% of all the samples). Evenwithout removal
of the data samples with peculiarities, many of the correlations found in the
actual analysis (see next section) were already visible in the first analysis. This
is possible because the SOM performs a non-linear analysis which means that
the effects of the extremes in the data are restricted in small areas whereas linear
models may suffer significantly from outliers.
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2.3 RESULTS

The filtered data was used to create a 10 times 15 unit map of individuals.
In this paper, however, we do not display this map but study the collection of
variable planes (see Figure 1.2) based on the organized map.These variable
planes illuminate the connections and correlations between the variables. In
the following, some representative examples are considered. The depressed
persons (variable 38) in the material are concentrated in one area near the low-
er right corner of the map. A very similar distribution is discernable in the
variable denoting the number of friends (36) with a negativecorrelation. The
same prototypic cluster can also be found on the variable mapfor owning stereo
equipment (32). There one can also find two other clusters. Thus, those de-
pressed tend to have stereos but only some (visually, roughly one third) of those
who have stereos are depressed. Some variables are highly correlated which
is already recognizable through visual inspection. Such pairs of variables are
mother’s education (26) and father’s education (27), plansto aim at highschool
studies (4) and university studies (5), alcohol usage (16) and heavy alcohol
usage (15) and to some extent also smoking (14), and persons that like school
(34) versus the ones who consider school as a waste of time (35) (negative
correlation). Also height (9) and weight (10) are naturallypositively correlated
for which the exceptions are illuminated by the BMI (11). This variable has
two clusters of high values. The one close in the lower part ofthe map seems to
correlate strongly with those who have low general health level (12). Actually,
these prototypes seem also be closely related to the area of depressed persons
(38) and to the ones having low number of friends (36), as indicated earlier. A
number of other similar and more fine-grained hypothesis could be made.

Figure 1.3 shows an analysis of the relations between the variables based on
the basic map presented in Figure 1.2 (see also [18]). Variable planes shown
in Figure 1.2 were scaled between one and zero. Each plane consisting of 10
times 15 hexagonal grid was converted into a 150-dimensional vector. These
vectors were labeled with the name of corresponding variable. For each vector,
an inverted copy was generated to find possible negative correlations. Inverted
copies were marked with labels starting with an asterisk to distinguish them
from the original ones. The map shown in Figure 1.3 was generated from this
data derived from the variable planes. Every variable showsup twice on the
map. Because of the inverted versions we can see also the negative correlations.

3. CONTEXT IN NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING

Contextuality of interpretation is easily neglected, being, nevertheless, a very
commonplace phenomenon in natural language (see, e.g., [6]). Contextuality
of interpretation should be taken into account also when numerical variables are
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1 GENDER 2 YEAR_OF_BIRTH 3 VOCATIONAL_EDU._PLAN 4 HIGHSCHOOL_PLAN

5 UNIVERSITY_PLAN 6 DON’T_KNOW_EDU._PLAN 7 SCHOOL_SUCCESS 8 SKIPS_SCHOOL

9 HEIGHT 10 WEIGHT 11 BODY-MASS_INDEX 12 GENERAL_HEALTH

13 HAS_PARTNER 14 SMOKING 15 HEAVY_ALCOHOL_USAGE 16 ALCOHOL_USAGE

17 DRUG_USING_FRIENDS 18 PHYSICAL_EXERCISE 19 MOTHER+FATHER 20 MOTHER+STEPFATHER

21 FATHER+STEPMOTHER 22 MOTHER_ONLY 23 FATHER_ONLY 24 COMMON_LAW

25 OTHER_FAMILY 26 MOTHER’S_EDUCATION 27 FATHER’S_EDUCATION 28 ALLOWANCE

29 OWNS_TELEVISION 30 OWNS_MOBILE_PHONE 31 OWNS_COMPUTER 32 OWNS_STEREO

33 CONSIDERS_ONESELF_OVERWEIGHT 34 LIKES_SCHOOL 35 SCHOOL_WASTE_OF_TIME 36 NO_OF_FRIENDS

37 AGE 38 DEPRESSION

Figure 1.2 Collection of variable planes. Distribution of each variable over the map is indicated
using shades of gray. Dark area corresponds to a high value ofa variable.

considered: usually the semantics of a variable are defined and communicated
through the use of natural language expressions. Thus, the interpretation of
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OTHER_FAMILY
FATHER_ONLY

DON’T_KNOW_EDU._PLAN

DEPRESSION

OWNS_STEREO

OWNS_MOBILE_PHONE

*ALLOWANCE
*DRUG_USING_FRIENDS*HAS_PARTNER

LIKES_SCHOOL

*SCHOOL_WASTE_OF_TIME
PHYSICAL_EXERCISE

GENERAL_HEALTH

*CONSIDERS_ONESELF_OVERWEIGHT
*SKIPS_SCHOOL

*BODY-MASS_INDEX

*NO_OF_FRIENDS
*HEAVY_ALCOHOL_USAGE

*ALCOHOL_USAGE
OWNS_TELEVISION

MOTHER’S_EDUCATION

FATHER’S_EDUCATION
*WEIGHT

*GENDER

*HEIGHT

COMMON_LAW

MOTHER+STEPFATHER*SMOKING
UNIVERSITY_PLAN

SCHOOL_SUCCESS

*MOTHER+FATHER*OWNS_COMPUTERHIGHSCHOOL_PLANOWNS_COMPUTER

MOTHER_ONLY
GENDER

HEIGHTWEIGHT

BODY-MASS_INDEXYEAR_OF_BIRTH

*AGE
*VOCATIONAL_EDU._PLAN

AGE

*YEAR_OF_BIRTH
*OWNS_TELEVISION

MOTHER+FATHER

*MOTHER_ONLY

*FATHER+STEPMOTHER

*FATHER_ONLY

*COMMON_LAW

*OTHER_FAMILY

FATHER+STEPMOTHER

VOCATIONAL_EDU._PLAN

*SCHOOL_SUCCESS

*FATHER’S_EDUCATION

*MOTHER’S_EDUCATION
*OWNS_MOBILE_PHONE

SMOKING
HEAVY_ALCOHOL_USAGE

ALCOHOL_USAGE
ALLOWANCE*MOTHER+STEPFATHER

*DON’T_KNOW_EDU._PLAN
*HIGHSCHOOL_PLAN

*UNIVERSITY_PLAN
SKIPS_SCHOOL

CONSIDERS_ONESELF_OVERWEIGHT

*GENERAL_HEALTH
*PHYSICAL_EXERCISE

SCHOOL_WASTE_OF_TIME

*LIKES_SCHOOL
HAS_PARTNER

DRUG_USING_FRIENDS

NO_OF_FRIENDS
*OWNS_STEREO

*DEPRESSION

Figure 1.3 Variable map, i.e., a SOM with variables organized based on the variable planes.
Each variable appears twice on the map. Inverted copies of the original variables are marked
with labels with an additional asterisk. The level of gray indicates the distances in the input
space. The darker the area between a pair of variables the larger is the distance between them.

the variables are subject to the potential fuzziness of the defining expressions
(e.g., what is considered depression). Moreover, the interpretation of natural
language is subjective. Traditionally, the variation in interpretation because the
subjectivity has been either neglected (as in the case of traditional symbolic
AI knowledge representation formalisms) or it has been considered as noise in
the models (in statistical analysis). The nonlinear natureof the SOM analysis
and the possibility of interpreting the levels on the maps assome kind of fuzzy
membership functions already provides a means to approach fuzziness and
subjectivity [5].

When the input consists of symbols, e.g., words in a text, context is required
to provide basis for organization. Namely, similarity in the appearance of the
words does not usually correlate with the content they referto. As a simple
example one may consider the words “window”, “glass”, and “widow”. The
words “window” and “widow” are phonetically close to each other, whereas
the semantic relatedness of the words “window” and “glass” is not reflected
by any simple metric. One useful numerical representation can be obtained by
taking into account the sentential context in which the words occur (see, e.g.,
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[17]). The SOM analysis of the words based on their contexts provides a map
in which syntactic and semantic relations are visible [3, 17]. The areas on the
map that reflect the traditional linguistic categories emerge automatically even
though they have not been used in the input.

By virtue of the SOM, also text documents can be mapped onto a two-
dimensional grid so that related documents appear close to each other. The
visualized document map provides a general view of the document collection
(see, e.g., [4, 9, 11, 14, 16]). The self-organized documentmap offers a general
idea of the underlying document space. Moreover, the surroundings on the map
for any document also serve as a context for the examination.In this article,
using the the SOM for the analysis of numerical data is considered in more
detail but the basic ideas are applicable regarding both text and numerical data.

4. ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL CONTEXT OF
HEALTH-RELATED BEHAVIORS

In the social sciences, as well as in their derivatives, contextual analysis
usually means analyses that use areal data in explaining some set of behaviors
or beliefs [7]. Typically, contextual variables representadministrative or areal
units in a linear equation. Thus, a typical contextual modelmight explain, say,
the effect of wealth of neighborhoods in Helsinki to health-related behaviors
within the city limits.

A major problem in contextual analysis of data is multicollinearity. An anal-
ysis based on the SOM makes the effect of multicollinearity clearer. Although
an analyst might find a correlation of the wealth of neighborhood to a set of
health-related behaviors, there are several additional thing that have to be taken
into account before this correlation can be taken for real. Briefly, even after
we have (statistically) controlled for a set of possible explanations, and still
find that adding a contextual variable into our equation is significant, we have
to take additional steps in analysis. Namely, even after performing regression
diagnostics, there remains a possibility that the contextual variable correlates
with several unmeasured variables that in turn correlate with measured variables
in unknown ways.

This situation is typical. It is easy enough to imagine how inwealthier
neighborhoods families have several cars, which improves their access to far-
away exercise facilities such as ice-hockey arenas or football halls. If this is the
case, our estimates may be inaccurate, and even though our results might still
be valid, we may face difficulties in interpreting our data. It is this kind of a
situation in which self-organizing maps may prove to be useful, at least in the
explorative phase of data analysis, as previous figures show.

Now, if we read Figure 1.3 as well as Figure 1.2 anew from the contextual
analysis viewpoint, we may first note that we can consider various lifestyle-
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related variables, family structure variables, as well as variables that measure
scholarly orientation as contextual variables for health-related behaviors. This
exploratory analysis readily shows some results.

The first thing to note is that health-related behaviors formquite consistent
clusters in the map. Alcohol drinking, smoking, and knowingdrug users cluster
together in the map. Not liking school, and a small amount of physical exercise
are also fitted close to drug-related acquaintances and the use of intoxicants.

The location of other variables in Figure 1.3 helps us to makesome inter-
pretations concerning contextual variables. First of all,the amount of money
young people can use seems to go with intoxicant-related behaviors. While
possession of TV and other devices seem to be related to family structures, this
may suggest that teenagers in the sample use their own earnings to intoxicants.
Secondly, there appears to be a linkage between parents’ educational level and
health-related variables. Low parental education correlates with a the use of
intoxicants, and with little exercise, although the latterrelationship is not so
strong as the former. Third, negative attitudes towards school correlate with
the use of intoxicants and lack of exercise. In turn, high scholarly intentions
correlate very strongly negatively with these behaviors. Finally, it is difficult
to say anything consistent about the effects of family structure to health-related
behaviors with these data, except that a family with both parents present goes
with high scholarly intentions.

In terms of contextual inference, the SOM reported in Figure1.3 allows us to
situate health-related behaviors of teenagers in the sample into their behavioral,
belief-based, and family structure contexts. Figure 1.3 makes some of the
connections of these different types of variables to health-related behaviors easy
to inspect, and provide a useful set of hypothesis for further testing. Perhaps
most importantly, the map clearly establishes a point to be explained — health-
related behaviors — and situates it into a spatial environment in which a mass of
other variables are displayed in a readily analyzable form.In doing this, it also
provides a way to identify possible contextual variables, and make hypotheses
of their interrelationships for further analysis.

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In summary, the Self-Organizing Maps can support exploration of large data
sets. i.e., it provides an efficient tool for data mining. This use has already
been demonstrated in a large number of applications [13]. More specifically,
when traditional linear models are cumbersome, the SOM provides a non-
linear analysis and a visual access to a large number of variables and their
relationships. This aspect has been studied in more detail in this article. The
use of the SOM in a kind of case-based reasoning was considered. This method
makes it possible for us to group variables into clusters, and this way to search
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for similar collections of cases, even for small portions ofcases in data. The
importance of considering such local context based on the cluster analysis needs
to be emphasized as a principled alternative of creating linear models over the
whole data collection.

Moreover, a kind of microcausality can be considered: the analysis can sug-
gest ways to approach small variations, and make hypothesesof them. Earlier
in this article the symbolic nature of even numerical variables in traditional
statistical analysis was discussed. For instance, in our analysis depression as
phenomenon was represented as one variable. However, the phenomenon is
highly complex, which is traditionally taken into account by building an in-
dex which consists of several items. In this case, the Beck scale consists of
13 such items. Instead of finally using only one composite variable it would
be interesting to include such additional high-dimensional data into the SOM
analysis process. These additional variables may often have correlations which
the SOM analysis can reveal, but which would be difficult or even impossible
to detect from the analysis of the composite variables.
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